
 

Monday September 18th   

Lesson 6 Vocab.  
1. consecutive (kuhn SEK yuh tiv) ADJ. following one after the 

other in correct order  

2. consequence (KAHN si KWENS) N. logical effect or 

outcome  

3. ensue (en SOO) V. to come after or happen as a result of  

4. execute (EK si KYOOT) V. to carry out; to do  

Ch. 6 Lesson 4  

Identify the voice of the verb in each sentence.  
1. The noon whistle announced lunchtime.  

2. A shadow was cast on the day by Jennifer’s uncooperative 

attitude.  

  



Tuesday September 19th   

Lesson 6 Vocab.  

5. inconsequential (in KAHN si KWEN shuhl) ADJ. having 

no significance  

6. obsequious (ahb SEE kwee uhs) ADJ. fawning; obedient 

out of fear or in hopes of gain  

7. persecute (PUR si KYOOT) V. to oppress, annoy, or 

harass  

8. prosecutor (PRAHS i KYOO tur) N. person who starts 

legal proceedings against another  

Ch. 6 Lesson 4  

Identify the voice of the verb in each sentence.  

3. A fire engine clanged down the boulevard.  

4. That poem describes city sounds of all kinds.  



Wednesday September 20th   

Lesson 6 Vocab.  

9. pursue (pur SOO) V. to follow, seek, or strive for  

10. pursuit (pur SOOT) N. the act of chasing or striving 

after  

11. sect (sekt) N. a group of people with the same principles, 

beliefs, or opinions  

12. secular (SEK yuh lur) ADJ. concerned with things of this 

life; worldly, not spiritual  

Ch. 6 Lesson 4  

Identify the voice of the verb in each sentence.  

5. Was the poem written by an American poet?  

6. Hawaiians have used surfboards for more than 100 years.  

  



Thursday September 21st   

Lesson 6 Vocab.  

13. sequacious (si KWAY shuhs) ADJ. following in a logical 

and regular order  

14. sequel (SEE kwuhl) N. something that follows; the next 

installment  

15. sequence (SEE kwuhns) N. a continuous or connected 

series  

16. sequester (si KWES tur) V. to remove from public use or 

view  

Ch. 6 Lesson 4  

Identify the voice of the verb in each sentence.  

7. That ball has been hit out of the park!  

8. The windows were installed by a local company.  



Thursday September 24th  

Lesson 6 Vocab.  

17. subsequent (SUHB si KWENT) ADJ. coming after in 

time, order, or place  

18. sue (soo) V. to bring a lawsuit against; to plead  

19. suite (sweet) N. any series of similar things, such as a set 

of linked rooms  

20. suitor (SOO tur) N. one who woos or seeks the affection 

of another  

Ch. 6 Lesson 4  

Identify the voice of the verb in each sentence.  

9. Nothing prepares a traveler for the poverty of this city.  

10. The official rainfall for the area is measured at the 

airport. 


